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ABSTRACT
The success of Type Ia supernova (SN Ia) distance standardization for cosmology relies on a single global linear relationship
between their peak luminosity and colour, the β parameter. However, there are several pieces of evidence and physical reasons
to believe that this relation is not universal and may change within different subgroups, or even among individual objects. In
this work, we allow β to vary among subpopulations with different observed properties in the cosmological fits. Although the
inferred cosmological parameters are consistent with previous studies that assume a single colour–luminosity relation, we find
that the SN data favour non-universal distributions of β when split according to SN colour and/or host-galaxy mass. For galaxy
mass, we obtain a β-step relation in which low β values occur in more massive galaxies, a trend that can be explained by
differing dust reddening laws for two types of environments. For colour, we find that bluer/redder SNe Ia are consistent with
a lower/larger β. This trend is explained with β being a combination of a low intrinsic colour–luminosity relation dominant in
bluer SNe and a higher extrinsic reddening relation dominant at redder colours. The host-galaxy mass-step correction always
provides better distance calibration, regardless of the multiple β approaches, and we suggest that it may come from a difference
in intrinsic colour–luminosity properties of SNe Ia in two types of environments. Additionally, we find that blue SNe in low-mass
environments are better standard candles than the others.

Key words: supernovae: general – cosmology: observations.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

After sustained confirmation of the accelerating expansion of the
Universe over the past two decades (e.g. Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter
et al. 1999; Betoule et al. 2014; Scolnic et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2019;
Jones et al. 2021), Type Ia supernova (hereafter SN Ia) cosmology
has reached a mature state in which systematic uncertainties are
of the order of statistical uncertainties (Conley et al. 2011; Brout
et al. 2019). Different aspects of SN observations, SN populations
across redshifts, and SN standardization, among other factors, require
careful scrutiny to better constrain the equation-of-state parameter
w = P/(ρc2) of the unknown dark energy. Large efforts are being
dedicated to understand and diminish calibration effects by using
well-understood photometric systems across a range of redshifts
(Betoule et al. 2013; Brout et al. 2019), by reducing selection biases
and contamination (Kessler & Scolnic 2017), by improving light-
curve and cosmological fitters (e.g. Burns et al. 2014; Mandel et al.
2017; Hinton et al. 2019), and by including further observables to
standardize SNe (Bailey et al. 2009), among others.

� E-mail: gongsale@gmail.com

SNe Ia are not perfect standard candles, yet empirical relations
between their observed peak luminosity and colour (bluer SNe Ia are
more luminous; Tripp 1998), as well as between peak luminosity and
light-curve width (SNe Ia with wider light curves are more luminous;
Phillips 1993), make them good distance indicators to ∼3–5 per cent
precision (e.g. Abbott et al. 2019). Moreover, it has been shown
that an additional luminosity correction related to host-galaxy stellar
mass can further increase the precision of SN Ia distances: SNe Ia
in more massive galaxies are more luminous after other corrections
(Kelly et al. 2010; Lampeitl et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010). This
host-galaxy mass correction is possibly a proxy for a difference in
stellar population age of the progenitors (Rigault et al. 2018; Kang
et al. 2020)

While some studies have indicated that colour is the main driver
of SN variability (Kim et al. 2013; Sasdelli et al. 2015, although
see He, Wang & Huang 2018; Léget et al. 2019), the origin of the
colour–luminosity relation is still under heavy debate.

On the one hand, the effects of dust along the line of sight are
expected to explain it, at least partly, by making the observed SN
magnitude dimmer through light absorption, and the colour redder
through selective scattering and absorption of shorter wavelengths.
This interplay depends on the dust properties and is captured in the
reddening law, which is usually parametrized in the optical through
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the total-to-selective extinction, RV = AV/(AB − AV). It has been
demonstrated that the reddening law is not a universal constant – dust
properties vary, as shown in our own Milky Way (MW; Nataf et al.
2016) and towards other galaxies (Cikota, Deustua & Marleau 2016;
Salim, Boquien & Lee 2018). Even some individual well-observed
SNe are known to have very peculiar RV values, inconsistent with the
average MW value of 3.1 (Foley et al. 2014; Gutiérrez et al. 2016).
This means that dust properties may vary from one to another SN
line of sight, and assuming a common reddening law for all SNe is
an oversimplification that may affect the calibration of SNe Ia. This
is particularly true if there is an evolution of dust properties with
redshift or a dependence of the reddening law with the SN properties
used in the calibration. Hints for dependence of extinction and/or
RV on intrinsic SN properties do exist (Foley & Kasen 2011; Förster
et al. 2013).

On the other hand, to further complicate the situation, SNe Ia
are known to be intrinsically different, with possible evidence
for numerous progenitor and/or explosion scenarios (see Maoz,
Mannucci & Nelemans 2014 for a review). The variation of ionization
state and temperature with phase, which relate to the colour, opacity,
and brightness evolution of each SN, makes less luminous and cooler
SNe Ia also redder owing to an earlier onset of the recombination
of iron-peak elements (Kasen, Röpke & Woosley 2009). Although
theoretically a large portion of the intrinsic luminosity and colour
variation may be explained through a single parameter, some un-
accounted colour variation is clearly present (Hoeflich et al. 2017),
and multiple intrinsic colour–luminosity relations may be relevant
(Mandel, Foley & Kirshner 2014), casting clear doubt on a common
intrinsic colour–luminosity relation for all normal SNe Ia.

The colour–luminosity relation of SNe Ia is thus probably coming
from a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic factors that cannot
easily be modelled with a simple universal linear relation, as has
traditionally been done. This was recognized early (Conley et al.
2007), since the RV inferred from the colour–luminosity relation of
cosmological fits is always intriguingly lower than the MW value.

More recently, Mandel et al. (2017) have addressed this issue by
going beyond the traditional linear regression of colour–magnitude to
include both an intrinsic colour–luminosity relation and an external
host-galaxy dust extinction component. By assuming a single RV

parameter for all SNe Ia, they report a consistent value with the
MW. Furthermore, Brout & Scolnic (2021) use a colour model that
includes intrinsic and dust effects, but this time allowing a distribution
of RV values. With the help of extensive survey simulations, they find
a relation between RV and host-galaxy mass that naturally explains
the host mass-step commonly used to further reduce the Hubble
residuals. Their result has been recently supported by the study of
Johansson et al. (2021) with RV values obtained individually through
optical/NIR data without the need of a mass-step. On the other hand,
other recent studies contest the riddance of this mass-step: Thorp et al.
(2021) through hierarchical Bayesian fits, and Uddin et al. (2020) and
Ponder et al. (2020) through extinction-reduced near-infrared Hubble
residuals that still correlate strongly with host-galaxy mass.

In this work, we investigate the question of varying colour–
luminosity relations with a simple approach based directly on the
cosmological sample of SNe Ia and inspired by the traditional linear
regression used in cosmological studies (see Section 2). By building
several realistic distributions of individual RV values for each SN in
the data set, we compare the cosmological results with a standard
universal RV approach in Section 3. In Section 4, we investigate the
cosmology when allowing several multivariate colour–luminosity
relations to be free in the fit, an inexpensive approach that can be
readily used in routine SN cosmological analyses with enlightening

results. We gauge for systematic biases in the fitting in Section 5. We
conclude in Section 6.

2 M E T H O D O L O G Y

The classical well-known Tripp (1998) formula for SN Ia stan-
dardization uses a simple linear calibration of observed magnitude,
mB, with observed colour, C, and light-curve width, X, to obtain a
corrected mcorr

B ,

mcorr
B = mB + βC − αX. (1)

To infer cosmology, one compares this to a model magnitude,
mmod

B , dependent on the redshift, z, and the cosmological model
(here represented with the matter density, �m, and the dark energy
equation-of-state parameter, w) through the luminosity distance
DL(z, H0, �m, w) in Mpc:

mmod
B = MB + 5 log10 DL(z, H0, �m, w) + 25. (2)

Here, MB, α, and β are general nuisance parameters found in
the cosmological fitting process. The constants β and α contain,
respectively, the colour–luminosity and width–luminosity relations
that are thus assumed universal and linear. For the case of the colour–
luminosity relation, this would be expected if it arises uniquely
from dust with the same properties, making extinguished SNe
simultaneously redder and fainter in the same way. In this paper,
we loosen this constraint and investigate the effects on cosmology
of differing colour–magnitude relations – that is, the effect of having
multiple β values for different populations of SNe. If β were entirely
due to dust, its relation with the reddening law would be β = RB =
RV + 1.

Ideally, a more complete way to properly take into account both
intrinsic and dust reddening relations with luminosity would have an
intrinsic SN colour cint related to luminosity through an intrinsic β int

relation, and a dust component expressed through the colour excess
E(B − V) = AB − AV attenuating the B-band magnitude by (RV +
1)E(B − V). The total colour is thus C = cint + E(B − V ) and the
Tripp (1998) equation becomes

mcorr
B = mB + βintcint + (RV + 1)E(B − V ) − αX. (3)

Such a comprehensive treatment, however, requires proper calcula-
tion of the colour excess and intrinsic colour for each SN, a difficult
task that demands accurate techniques and multiwavelength data for
SNe, even at high redshift. This has not been accomplished yet for
any cosmological SN sample.

Furthermore, it is important to note that additional terms can refine
this calibration, in particular the host stellar mass-step function now
routinely used in cosmological fits. This is captured by a mass-step
term, δM, added to the previous equations depending on the host
mass:

δM =
{

0 if Mstellar < 1010 M�,

δM if Mstellar > 1010 M�.
(4)

Throughout this paper, we minimize a likelihood that combines
SNe Ia with constraints from the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) data. As observational data, we use the ‘joint light-curve
analysis’ (JLA) sample released by Betoule et al. (2014), which
consists of 740 SNe Ia spanning a large range in redshift (up to z ≈
1.3) and the CMB data from Planck Collaboration VI (2020). The
likelihood function used for the SNe Ia is defined as

− 2 ln(L) = χ2 = (
mcorr

B − mmod
B

)T
C−1

(
mcorr

B − mmod
B

)
, (5)
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where μ = mcorr
B − mmod

B is the vector of Hubble residuals for all 740
SNe Ia, and C is the covariance matrix, whose diagonal terms are

σ 2
tot = σ 2

mB
+ (βσC)2 + (ασX)2

−2βCmB,C + 2αCmB,X − 2αβCX,C

+ (
σ z

μ

)2 + (σlens)
2 + σ 2

int. (6)

Here, the first three terms are the errors on the fitted light-curve
parameters (mB, C, and X), the second three terms are the covariances
between them, and the last three terms correspond to the error
arising from redshift uncertainties (σ z

μ), the uncertainty caused by
gravitational lensing (σ lens; Jönsson et al. 2010), and the intrinsic
variation (σ int) per SN sample or SN population. The intrinsic
variation (together with the cosmological and nuisance parameters)
is obtained in an iterative manner by ensuring that the χ2 per degree
of freedom for a given SN sample is close to 1 or, alternatively, by
minimizing a restricted log-likelihood as by Betoule et al. (2014).

Furthermore, in equation (5) we add to the Hubble residuals
the redshift-dependent bias corrections, 
μbias(z), from Betoule
et al. (2014). These arise mainly from selection effects and are
calculated through large survey simulations. It is important to note
that our ‘JLA-type’ methodology consists of a simple fit based on the
likelihood of equation (5) and a bias correction dependent only on
redshift. This likelihood has been extensively used in the literature;
however, studies show that these assumptions may introduce some
biases in the cosmological and nuisance parameters (Kessler &
Scolnic 2017). We study and discuss the impact of the chosen
likelihood in Section 5.

Finally, we use the constraints of the background level from the
CMB (Planck Collaboration VI 2020) summarized by Betoule et al.
(2014) with Gaussian priors on the baryon density �bh2, the cold dark
matter density �ch2, and the approximated sound horizon angular
size 100 θ s. Our final prior has the same form as equation (18) of
Betoule et al. (2014), but the values used were updated to Planck
Collaboration VI (2020).1

To solve the global likelihood, we use the PYTHON package
MONTEPYTHON developed by Audren et al. (2013) and Brinckmann &
Lesgourgues (2019). MONTEPYTHON uses Bayesian inference to es-
timate cosmological parameters. Prior knowledge of the parameters
is used to obtain the full posterior probability distribution. For each
Monte Carlo Markov Chain simulation, we run four chains of 50 000
steps each. To ensure convergence of our chains, we check that the
Gelman–Rubin convergence ratio (Gelman & Rubin 1992) is smaller
than 0.05 for each parameter. If it is not the case, we increase the
number of steps in each chain.

In order to compare the different cosmological fits, we calculate
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978), defined
as

BIC = k ln n − 2 lnLmax, (7)

where k is the number of free parameters in the model, n is the
number of data points, and Lmax is the likelihood evaluated at the
optimal parameters that maximize it. A given Model 1 is preferred
over another Model 2 if 
BIC = BIC1 − BIC2 � 2 (Kass & Raftery
1995). Note that besides taking into account the usual fit quality, the
BIC penalizes models with excessive free parameters. However, since

1Best fit from https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython public/blob/3.3
/bestfit/base2018TTTEEE.bestfit.

Covariance matrix from https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython pub
lic/blob/3.3/covmat/base2018TTTEEE.covmat.

the nuisance parameters α and β are in the covariance (equation 6)
and may thus bias the likelihood (see Section 5) and BIC, we also
quote the Hubble residuals of each fit.

3 EF F E C T O F A S S U M E D PO P U L AT I O N S O F β

3.1 Mock β distributions

In this section, we explore different scenarios of varying β parameters
assigned to each SN of the sample of 740 SNe Ia. We follow a simple
approach in which all observed variables of the SNe, like apparent
magnitude, light-curve width, and colour are kept intact, while the
β parameter, normally a nuisance constant fitted in cosmology, is
assigned a value (or distribution of values for each SN), and is
kept fixed in the fit. We thus investigate the effect on the fitted
cosmological parameters when having differences in the assumed β

values. We compare all of our scenarios to the standard case which
has all SNe with the same fixed β0 = 3.02, the value found when a
single colour–luminosity relation was left free in the fit. In order to
compare all these assumed scenarios in a consistent way, we always
make sure that the final mean of the mock β distribution is the same
as in the original β0 standard fit. This also means that the actual β

values of our simulations do not have a physical meaning but rather
the differences between each SN or SN population are relevant. By
doing this, we aim to find if the observed data have a preference
for a given scenario with a β distribution that is different from the
standard one, and if the inferred cosmology is affected by such a
choice. Naturally, with this approach we can only explore a very
limited set of possible β distributions; however, it may give us an
idea of the effect of allowing different colour–luminosity relations
in cosmological fits.

We use the standard Tripp (1998) calibration of equation (1)
(with mass-step), without separating the intrinsic and reddening
contributions (equation 3), since we do not yet have good knowledge
of the actual intrinsic colours and reddening estimates for this
observed sample, and we want to avoid introducing any bias with
simulations that are not fully understood. For each β scenario, we
follow the procedure highlighted in the previous section, minimising
a combined likelihood of SNe Ia and CMB to find the optimal
cosmological model. We emphasize that for all scenarios considered
here the free variables are always the same: α, MB, δM, σ int, and the
cosmological parameters (H0, �m, w).

We generate 232 mock β distributions motivated by various
observations of SNe Ia and their environments (see three examples in
Fig. 1). Below we explain each of them, going from simple bimodal
models to individual β i for each SN.

(i) AB-model: When modelling SN Ia rates, a popular phe-
nomenological model to account for the redshift evolution consists of
two contributing A + B populations (Scannapieco & Bildsten 2005;
Mannucci, Della Valle & Panagia 2006). The A-component is related
to the old stellar population of evolved galaxies and contributes
mostly to the rate at low redshift, whereas the B-component is
associated with the young star-forming galaxies and contributes
mostly at high redshift. With a bimodal SN Ia rate calculated from the
delay-time distribution of Perrett et al. (2012) and a star formation
history of Li (2008), we randomly assign all SNe within bins of

z = 0.05 to the A or B components, according to the expected rate
at that redshift. It is known that the SNe in each component are also
related to differences in environments, such as galaxy mass and star
formation; for simplicity, we study those later independently (see the
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Figure 1. Selected examples of simulated β distributions based on (a)
a bimodal population (with two different Gaussian widths) dependent on
the host-galaxy mass (blue circles), (b) a four-bin RV distribution (orange
triangles) from Mandel et al. (2011) based on observed colour, and (c) a
continuous distribution dependent on redshift (purple squares). The grey solid
line shows the β0 of the standard 1β fit: all β values of a given simulation are
centred on this value – that is, 〈βsim〉 = β0. A horizontal dotted line shows
the MW RV = 3.1 value.

‘Mstep-model’ and ‘X-model’ below) and we focus here on the rate
evolution with redshift.
Once we choose the SNe belonging to each A or B component,
we assign a β value to each of the two populations. We explore
differences between the colour–luminosity of the two populations
in a range of −2.0 < 
β < 2.0 in bins of size 0.25. We draw
from Gaussian distributions centred at those β values and explore
two Gaussian widths for the two populations of σ = 0.05 β or σ =
0.25 β. We end up with a total of 64 AB-model simulations. An
example of a scenario with 
β = βB − βA = −2.0 would have all
SNe of the A component (378 objects) in a Gaussian distribution of
βA centred at 4.00 (with a σ A of 0.11 or 0.55), while the SNe of the
B component (362 objects) would have βB centred at 2.00 (with a
σ B of 0.02 or 0.10).

(ii) Mstep-model: In recent years, there has been evidence for a
residual dependence on host-galaxy mass (Mstellar) after correction for
light-curve width and colour leading to a third bimodal correction
dependent on host-galaxy mass. We thus investigate the effect of
those two populations in distinct environments having two different
β values by dividing the SNe into two groups according to the median
host-mass value around 1010 M�, and varying β in bins of size 0.25
within −2.0 < 
β < 2.0. We try Gaussian distributions with two
widths (σ = 0.05 β or σ = 0.25 β) for a total of 64 Mstep-model
combinations. An example scenario with 
β = βM1 − βM2 = 2.0
(see Fig. 1) has the SNe in low-mass galaxies (half of the sample)
with a distribution of βM1 centred at 4.02 with a width of 1.00 and
the SNe in the high-mass galaxies having βM2 centred at 2.02 with a
width of 0.10.

(iii) X-model: The light-curve width, here X (Guy et al. 2007), is
strongly related to star formation in the environment and presumably
progenitor age (e.g. Hamuy et al. 1995; Sullivan et al. 2006).
Therefore, we use the light-curve width as a proxy for age and
investigate the cosmological effects of a bimodal distribution of β

changing with X. Again, we explore a difference between the two
populations in the range −2.0 < 
β < 2.0 and with two Gaussian
widths.

(iv) RV-Mandel and Burns models: By using multiwavelength
(optical/near-infrared) photometry, Mandel, Narayan & Kirshner
(2011) and Burns et al. (2014) obtain reddening laws along the
line of sight of each SN Ia, finding that they follow a relation of
lower mean RV at increasing extinction. Both studies present their
RV results in 4–5 bins of AV or E(B − V) (see their tables 3 and 6,
respectively). To model this distribution with our data, we use the
observed colour as an approximation to colour excess. We divide
our SN sample in these bins and assign a reddening law RV to each
from a Gaussian distribution with mean and sigma from the tabulated
mean and standard deviation. Since the SN Ia samples chosen for
cosmology are biased to more ‘normal’ SNe Ia (they have colour
cuts of c � 0.2–0.3), our distributions are restricted to only two of
their bins. Additionally, we fit a power law of the RV(AV) data of
both studies to generate another RV simulation based on this fit. We
note that the final simulated β values are not directly equal to RV +
1 owing to our normalization to the standard β0 model. The Mandel
model is shown in Fig. 1.

(v) z-model: One of the most concerning systematics in SN cos-
mology stems from the evolution of observables and SN properties
with cosmic time. There are indications that β could change with
redshift with a dβ/dz slope ranging from −1.9 to +1.0 (Kessler et al.
2009; Guy et al. 2010; Conley et al. 2011; Scolnic et al. 2018). We
simulate such a scenario and assign a β value to each SN according
to its redshift by drawing from several β distributions that follow
slopes in the range −2 < dβ/dz < 2 in steps of 0.25 with two
Gaussian widths of 0.05 dβ/dz or 0.25 dβ/dz for a total of 32 z-
simulations. The case of dβ/dz = −2.0 with σ = 0.10 is shown in
purple in Fig. 1.

Each one of the 232 scenarios is simulated 100 times in a Monte
Carlo that draws the parameters from the assumed distributions, as
explained for each set of scenarios. For a given model, the resulting
cosmological parameters and BIC diagnostics are the median of all
100 realizations. We note that the 3σ dispersion of the BIC diagnostic
for each scenario is always <0.15, confirming that our choice of

BIC >2 (see previous section) will correctly select statistically
different scenarios (by about 6σ ).

3.2 Results

One of the main goals of the generation of mock β distributions
is to gauge the effect of varying colour–luminosity relations in the
estimation of the cosmological parameters. We show the changes in
the dark energy equation-of-state parameter for a subset of simulated
distributions in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2. These represent the best
35 scenarios according to the BIC diagnostic. As can be seen, there
are net variations of at most 
w � 0.05. However, taking into account
the fit uncertainties, these differences are always <1σ , completely
consistent with the standard single-β approach. We can conclude that
for the current data set, the different simple scenarios investigated
do not significantly affect the cosmological results obtained in the
past. However, with the more accurate observations and reduced
uncertainties of coming surveys, the situation could change in the
near future.

On the other hand, there is clear evidence that the data favour some
of the simulated scenarios. By looking into the fit quality with the
BIC diagnostic (see equation 7) applied to all mock scenarios and
compared to the standard case, we are in a position to evaluate if some
β distributions are preferred over a single-value case. We note that
all fits have the same number of free parameters and number of data
points, as well as the same average β, so that the comparison is even
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Figure 2. Left: Dark energy equation-of-state parameter w for selected
examples of mock β distributions with their respective 1σ uncertainties. The
name of the distribution is on both sides of the plot, indicating if it is a z-model
with positive or negative dβ/dz and the width of the distribution, an X-model,
an Mstep model, or an AB-model with 
β between both populations and their
Gaussian width distribution (e.g. model ‘X 
–0.75 σ0.05–0.25’ is an X1-
model with a β difference of −0.75 between both populations and Gaussian
widths of 0.05 and 0.25, respectively). The shaded area in red indicates the
mean w and 1σ for the standard β0 case. All models are consistent within the
uncertainties. Right: Difference between the BIC of the simulated fit and the
standard β0 fit for the same distributions as in the left. 
BIC < −2 indicates
a clear preference for the simulated model and is shaded in grey.

more straightforward and does not suffer from likelihood biases (see
Section 5). In the right-hand panel of Fig. 2, we show the difference
in BIC of the selected sample of simulated distributions compared
to the standard single β0 case. Although several scenarios have
BIC values lower than the standard case (
BIC <0), only bimodal
β distributions separated by host-galaxy mass have significantly
better fits than the single-β case (
BIC <−2). These correspond
to differences of 
β = 0.25–1.00 between two SN populations in
host galaxies with different masses. SNe in host galaxies with larger
mass are consistent with β values that are smaller than for SNe Ia in
lower mass galaxies. This result is qualitatively consistent with the
observations of Salim et al. (2018) for a large sample of galaxies and
their inferred masses and reddening laws when including quiescent
galaxies), and also with the findings of Brout & Scolnic (2021) for
SNe Ia.

The fact that we find scenarios with significantly better fits than
the standard single β case demonstrates that, as expected, a single
universal value of β is a limiting simplification in cosmology. We
emphasize that we have only explored here a small set of hypothetical
possibilities within an infinite set of β distributions, and evidently
there should be many better fits as we choose scenarios that approach
reality more closely. This will be further studied in the next section
when we allow multiple β parameters to be free in the cosmological
fits.

4 EF F E C T O F VA RY I N G β WITHIN
SUB GRO UPS IN C OSMOLOGICAL FITS

In this section, instead of fixing β values for each SN based on
simulated distributions, we perform cosmological fits to the SN
sample allowing several free β parameters to be directly inferred
from the fit. Since it is impossible at present to derive an individual
RV reddening law for every SN, and even less an individual intrinsic

Figure 3. Cosmological parameters, �m (black circles, left ordinate axis)
and w (red triangles, right ordinate axis), derived using SNe Ia + Planck for
different cosmological fits allowing several β parameters when the sample is
split according to the host-galaxy stellar mass (full symbols) and to the colour
(hatched symbols). 4 βM,C corresponds to the split based on two host-galaxy
stellar mass bins and two colour bins. Black and red empty symbols represent
the values obtained by Betoule et al. (2014).

colour–luminosity relation, we allow β to vary for a subsample
of objects based on different observed parameters such as colour,
host-galaxy stellar mass, light-curve width, redshift, and B-band
magnitude at maximum brightness. For each observable, the whole
sample is split into 2, 3, or 4 bins (divided according either to the
number of SNe in each bin or alternatively to the bin size); then we
fit equation (1) (with mass-step) allowing 2β, 3β, or 4β values and
compare to 1β, the standard case similar to Betoule et al. (2014). The
same fitting procedure described in Section 2 is used – that is, we
minimize a likelihood that combines SNe Ia with constraints from
the CMB.

4.1 Cosmological parameters

We first investigate the impact on cosmology if several β populations
are allowed in the fit. In Fig. 3, changes in the dark energy equation-
of-state parameter (w) and the matter density (�m) are shown for
the cases in which different β values are allowed, when the data
are split according to the host-galaxy stellar mass and/or colour.
When divided into two host-mass bins, for example, the first bin
corresponds to SNe in low stellar mass galaxies and the second bin
to SNe in high stellar mass galaxies, and each of these subgroups has
a β parameter inferred from the fit. As can be seen, the cosmological
parameters are consistent with the standard 1β fit, and no significant
variations are visible when using 2, 3, or 4 bins. If we split the
data with respect to other observables (mB, z, X, and C), the results
are similar; H0, w, and �m are consistent within their uncertainties
independent of the number of bins. We also show the comparison
of our cosmological parameters to those derived by Betoule et al.
(2014) for a single β.

4.2 β variation with host-galaxy stellar mass

Although there is no significant change in cosmology with the
current data precision and our methodology, we do find important
differences between the recovered β parameters, as well as clear
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Effects of β variation on SN science 4661

Figure 4. Left: β versus host-galaxy stellar mass. Black square, red circles, blue left-pointing triangles, and green right-pointing triangles are the values derived
when the SN Ia sample is split into 1, 2, 3, and 4 bins (respectively) with respect to the host-galaxy stellar masses. The error bars in x represent the bin width.
Brown stars are from fig. 6(b) of Brout & Scolnic (2021). The horizontal black dashed line represents the average Milky Way RV = 3.1 (β = 4.1) and the grey
filled region is the mean intrinsic colour–luminosity correlation coefficient found by Brout & Scolnic (2021): β int = 1.8 ± 0.3. Right: The same as for the
left-hand panel but the sample is split according to the observed SN colour at maximum brightness.

preferences (based on BIC and Hubble residuals) for some of the fits
with multiple colour–luminosity relations. In particular, when the
sample is split by redshift, light-curve width, or peak magnitude, no
statistical differences are seen between the fitted 1β, 2β, 3β, or 4β

values. However, when we split according to the host-galaxy stellar
mass or SN colour, significant differences between the various β

parameters are found.
Fig. 4 (left-hand panel) presents β versus host-galaxy stellar mass

obtained from the fits with 1, 2, 3, and 4 mass bins adopted ensuring
the same number of SNe per bin (but different width). The β values
differ by up to ∼3.1σ (see Table 1). We obtain similar differences
when we bin the data based on the same width (but different number
of SNe per bin). In this case, we see a step function where higher
β values of ∼3.4 ± 0.15 are favoured at low galaxy stellar mass,
log (Mstellar/M�) < 10, while smaller β values of ∼2.9 ± 0.12 are
seen at high host-galaxy stellar mass, log (Mstellar/M�) > 10. These
differences of 2.5–3σ in β can be explained if there is a difference
in the reddening law of galaxies according to their mass, as found
in the previous section and as shown by Salim et al. (2018). Our
results are also consistent with Brout & Scolnic (2021, brown stars in
Fig. 4), where their best-scatter models fit the binned Hubble diagram
residuals with RV = 2.75 ± 0.35 (β = 3.75) for log (Mstellar/M�) <

10 and RV = 1.5 ± 0.25 (β = 2.5) for log (Mstellar/M�) > 10. We note
that despite the differences in β, the cosmological fit with a single β

parameter is still favoured over the 2, 3, and 4β according to their
BIC values and Hubble residuals (see Table 1).

The found β behaviour with Mstellar, the β–Mstellar relation, is not
continuous and is strikingly reminiscent of the mass-step used to
reduce the Hubble residuals. It happens at a similar division point
of around 1010 M� (e.g. Sullivan et al. 2010). So, this naturally
raises the question of whether the usual Hubble residual mass-step is
indeed related to this β-step. However, Fig. 5 reveals that the fitted

mass-step is always present with a significance of more than 2.5σ ,
regardless of the multiple β splits we use. Furthermore, when the
mass-step term is removed from the cosmological fits with various
β parameters, the BIC and Hubble residuals are always worse than
for the respective cases with δM. Unlike Brout & Scolnic (2021), this
argues for a mass-step to optimize the calibration of SNe Ia, even
when there is a β-step relation with galaxy mass. This is consistent
with recent findings of a mass-step even at longer wavelengths, where
extinction effects are less important (Ponder et al. 2020; Uddin et al.
2020).

None the less, if we remove the mass-step term in the cosmological
fits, the differences between the β parameters split according to
galaxy mass decrease and are much less significant (1–2σ ). So, there
does seem to be a relation between the mass-step and the β-step
after all: SNe in high-mass galaxies have both a different colour–
luminosity relation than in low-mass galaxies and an additional
constant term, the mass-step, δM. Since these two terms are related, it
is possible that the constant term actually stems from a different in-
trinsic colour being absorbed in the ‘mass-step’; for SNe in high-mass
galaxies (see equation 3): βC + δM ≈ (RV + 1)E(B − V ) + βintcint.
Within a SN subgroup, it is more likely that the intrinsic parameters
are constant while the dust absorption, E(B − V), changes from SN
to SN depending on the dust content. So, the constant mass-step
is presumably related to the different intrinsic behaviour of a SN
population in a certain galaxy mass range, δM ∼ β intcint, while the
β-step is related to the reddening, βC ∼ (RV + 1)E(B − V ).

These are obviously simplifications since we know that the
observed colour is the sum of the colour excess and intrinsic colour,
C = cint + E(B − V ), which are not separated in our analysis, but
it explains why when the intrinsic colour is not correctly accounted
for (the mass-step), then the colour excess is also incorrect and the
dust-reddening relation is affected (the β-step). This interpretation
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Table 1. Cosmological fits with varying colour–luminosity relations.

1β1β1β β0 σ 0 
BIC 
RMS(10−2)

Mstellar 3.08 ± 0.08 0.106 ± 0.005 0 0

Colour 3.08 ± 0.08 0.106 ± 0.005 0 0

2β2β2β β1 β2 σ 1 σ 2 
BIC 
RMS(10−2)

Mstellar 3.37+0.12
−0.14 2.88+0.11

−0.11 0.105+0.008
−0.009 0.106 ± 0.007 3.31 0.038

Colour 3.09+0.14
−0.13 3.07+0.14

−0.13 0.096+0.006
−0.007 0.127 ± 0.010 −10.3 0.004

3β3β3β β1 β2 β3 σ 1 σ 2 σ 3 
BIC 
RMS(10−2)

Mstellar 3.40+0.15
−0.16 2.99+0.12

−0.12 2.92+0.12
−0.13 0.113+0.010

−0.011 0.100+0.008
−0.009 0.106+0.009

−0.010 8.06 0.111

Colour 2.58+0.06
−0.12 3.94+0.25

−0.25 3.17+0.17
−0.17 0.101+0.011

−0.012 0.103 ± 0.006 0.153+0.019
−0.022 −28.8 0.010

4β4β4β β1 β2 β3 β4 σ 1 σ 2 σ 3 σ 4 
BIC 
RMS(10−2)

Mstellar 3.22+0.19
−0.23 3.40+0.15

−0.16 2.76+0.13
−0.15 3.01+0.15

−0.15 0.116+0.012
−0.013 0.100+0.010

−0.011 0.108+0.009
−0.010 0.104+0.010

−0.012 7.02 −0.036

Colour 2.58+0.16
−0.18 3.53+0.16

−0.16 3.06+0.20
−0.17 3.01+0.19

−0.20 0.135+0.019
−0.022 0.090 ± 0.007 0.128+0.010

−0.011 0.141+0.025
−0.034 −28.2 −0.312

4βC,M4βC,M4βC,M βC1 ,M1 βC1 ,M2 βC2 ,M1 βC2 ,M2 σC1 ,M1 σC1 ,M2 σC2,M1 σC2 ,M2 
BIC 
RMS(10−2)

Colour/Mstellar 3.05+0.28
−0.24 2.53+0.25

−0.37 3.70+0.32
−0.35 3.12+0.22

−0.25 0.074+0.010
−0.011 0.101+0.010

−0.011 0.128+0.012
−0.013 0.108 ± 0.010 7.99 −0.325

Note.Colour–luminosity β coefficients and intrinsic scatter σ int for 1, 2, 3, or 4 bins in SN colour or galaxy mass, and for 4 bins of combined colour/mass. 
BIC = BIC − BIC0 and

RMS = RMS − RMS0 is the difference in BIC diagnostic and Hubble residual RMS with respect to the standard 1β0 fit.

Figure 5. Mass-step δM for cosmological fits where 1β, 2β, 3β, and 4β

parameters are left free in the fit, separating them according to host-galaxy
stellar mass (filled black circles), colour (hatched black circles), and a
combined mass and colour (purple square). The mass-step correction does not
change significantly and is always consistent with a value smaller than zero
(by 2–4σ ). Our 1β value is shown in red and the value derived by Betoule
et al. (2014) as an empty black circle.

suggests that both intrinsic and extrinsic dust properties of SNe
correlate with galaxy mass, and both in the same direction, making
objects of a given colour fainter in lower mass than in higher-
mass environments. Or, in other words, SNe of the same observed
luminosity (at the same distance) are bluer in low-mass galaxies and
redder in high-mass galaxies.

The above trends provide a coherent picture that agrees with the
observations of different SN populations according to galaxy prop-
erties: high-velocity SNe that are also intrinsically redder (Mandel
et al. 2014; Foley & Kasen 2011), with a different inner asymmetry
(Cartier et al. 2011; Maeda et al. 2010), happen in more luminous,
massive hosts (Pan 2020; Wang et al. 2013), but at the same time they
suffer from more dust extinction (Förster et al. 2012) with variations
in the RV reddening (Förster et al. 2013).

Figure 6. δM versus host-galaxy stellar mass for different binning of the
SN Ia sample according to galaxy mass: 2, 3, and 4 bins shown in red circles,
blue left-pointing triangles, and green right-pointing triangles, respectively.
For each split, we fix the first bin to have δM = 0 and attribute to the other N
− 1 bins different δM values. The error bars in x represent the bin length.

Since the β-step is strongest when the mass-step is present, the
exact division point in mass might just be an artefact of the binning in
the fit. We investigate this by fitting several mass-steps. The result is
shown in Fig. 6, where we see that, to the extent of the SN sample and
splitting used, a bimodal mass-step is indeed preferred. This is true
regardless of whether we use single or multiple β values assigned to
each mass-step bin.

To summarize, the SN data set always requires the mass-step cor-
rection in order to increase the precision of the distance calibration.
When this mass-step is removed, the found β-step (i.e. the change in
β for SNe in different host-galaxy mass ranges) decreases, arguing
that the two may be related. The most straightforward explanation
is that the mass-step reveals a different intrinsic colour–luminosity
component for SNe Ia in low-mass and high-mass galaxies, while
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the β-step tells us there is a difference in the reddening law of these
two types of galaxies.

4.3 β variation with SN colour

Similarly to galaxy mass, we find significant differences (of up
to 5.3σ ) for the β values obtained when splitting the sample
in SN colour intervals. Fig. 4 (right-hand panel) depicts the β

parameters versus colour for 1, 2, 3, and 4 colour bins divided
according to the bin width; each bin has the same width but a
different number of objects. All the results are also presented in
Table 1.

In this figure, we clearly see that β changes with observed SN
colour. First, for bluer colours, β is small (∼2.5 ± 0.2), then at
redder colours it becomes larger reaching a maximum (∼3.9 ± 0.3),
and finally at even redder colours it appears to decrease again
(∼3.0 ± 0.2), with differences of 3–5σ . Interestingly, when split
into only two bins (red points), one may be led to think erroneously
that there is no variation with SN colour (Sullivan et al. 2011). This
seemingly puzzling behaviour of β with SN colour can be none
the less explained in light of recent studies. On the one hand, we
know that the β approach we follow (equation 1) is a simplification
of a more complete treatment in which both intrinsic and extrinsic
colour–magnitude components (equation 3) play a role. Both Brout &
Scolnic (2021) and Mandel et al. (2017) find that the intrinsic SN
colour–luminosity relation (β int) has low values of 1.8–2.2, which
should dominate at blue colours in the absence of host extinction.
This is represented with the grey shaded area in Fig. 4. On the
other hand, as the colour excess from reddening along the line
of sight becomes more important at redder colours, RV plays an
increasingly dominant role, so that the maximum value gets closer
to the average extinction law of the MW (RV = 3.1; β = 4.1). Since
our standard Tripp (1998) approach combines both components into
a single one (even if we divide β into several bins), the obtained
β value at blue colours is higher than the actual β int, and the
maximum measured β at redder colours is smaller than the one
from the MW. This is also predicted by Mandel et al. (2017, see their
fig. 3).

Moreover, the decrease of β at the reddest SN colours could be
best explained by the decrease in RV at higher extinctions, a trend
that has been observed along the line of sight to SNe Ia: the average
RV seems to decrease with increasing E(B − V), as shown in fig. 19
of Burns et al. (2014) and fig. 8 of Mandel et al. (2011).

We find that the BIC favours all models with 2β, 3β, and 4β

values, although the Hubble residuals are lower only for the latter.
Also, when we remove the mass-step from the fits, the differences in
β are still significant for all the splits (2β, 3β, and 4β), showing that
this relation is probably more fundamental than for the galaxy-mass
case: all SNe have both intrinsic and extrinsic colour–luminosity
relations, regardless of their environment. It is important to note
that given our likelihood (equation 5), the fitted β for a SN sample
will be affected by the sample distribution of the colour and the
colour uncertainty, a possible bias that will be further explored in
Section 5.

To summarize this section, we find that the β evolution with colour
is compatible with a low intrinsic colour–luminosity relation that
manifests itself better at bluer colours and an external reddening law
that is more apparent at redder colours. We claim that the decrease of
the β parameter at the reddest colours corresponds to a decrease in the
reddening law at highest dust absorption (although see Section 5).
In the next section, we attempt to merge both dependencies of β:
galaxy mass and SN colour.

Figure 7. The obtained β values when divided according to observed colour
and host-galaxy stellar mass. Empty (filled) symbols represent the SNe Ia
in high (low) host-galaxy stellar mass (> 1010 M�). The symbol colours
represent different likelihoods (see Section 5): standard JLA (black), JLA
without bias correction (blue), JLA with Gaussian normalization (red), and
an RMS minimization (green). The horizontal blue dashed line represents
the average Milky Way RV = 3.1 and the grey filled region is the intrinsic
colour–luminosity correlation coefficient found by Brout & Scolnic (2021):
β int = 1.8 ± 0.3.

4.4 β variation with SN colour and host-galaxy mass

Given the β dependence we find with SN colour and host-galaxy
mass, here we combine the two effects. The SN sample is split into
four bins of equal number of objects according to host-galaxy stellar
mass and colour. First, we split into two bins with respect to host-
galaxy stellar mass, and then we split those two bins into two other
bins based on SN colour (with the inclusion of the usual mass-step).
The results can be seen in Fig. 7 and Table 1. Consistent with our
previous results, bluer SNe Ia for each galaxy stellar mass bin favour
smaller β values, while redder SNe Ia have larger β. Conversely, from
the point of view of the galaxy mass, we confirm that larger colour–
luminosity relations are preferred in less massive hosts while smaller
colour–luminosity relations are favoured in more massive galaxies.
However, this is statistically less significant than when dividing only
according to mass (see Section 4.2), and it is even less significant for
blue SNe Ia. This can be explained as the intrinsic colour–luminosity
relation, β int, is dominant for bluer SNe Ia, while for redder SNe Ia
the β value follows more closely the dust RV component. This would
confirm that the β–Mstellar relation is related to host extinction, as
discussed in the previous section, with different reddening laws
in galaxies of different mass (Brout & Scolnic 2021; Salim et al.
2018). The mass-step is again required with 2.7σ significance. The
combined 4β model provides the largest improvement in root-mean
square (RMS) of the Hubble residuals even if its associated BIC tells
us that it is a fit less favoured than the standard 1β cosmology (see
Table 1). The reason for this may be related to a biased likelihood,
as further discussed in Section 5. We note that if we attempt to have
two mass bins and three colour bins, this 6β fit does not converge
according to the Gelman–Rubin criterion.
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Table 2. Comparison of likelihoods.

Likelihood β1 β2 β3 β4 δM RMS

JLA – 1β1β1β 3.08 ± 0.08 – – – −0.071+0.023
−0.024 (3.1σ ) 0.1690

JLA + nobias – 1β1β1β 3.07 ± 0.08 – – – −0.073+0.024
−0.024 (3.0σ ) 0.1688

JLA + GN – 1β1β1β 2.60 ± 0.07 – – – −0.054+0.023
−0.022 (2.4σ ) 0.1601

RMS – 1β1β1β 2.45 ± 0.07 – – – −0.031+0.013
−0.014 (2.4σ ) 0.1587

JLA – 4β4β4β 3.05+0.28
−0.24 3.70+0.32

−0.35 2.53+0.25
−0.37 3.12+0.22

−0.25 −0.085+0.032
−0.033 (2.7σ ) 0.1657

JLA + nobias – 4β4β4β 3.07+0.24
−0.22 3.67+0.26

−0.34 2.57+0.27
−0.27 3.11+0.21

−0.23 −0.085+0.027
−0.027 (3.2σ ) 0.1661

JLA + GN – 4β4β4β 2.46+0.18
−0.16 3.14+0.24

−0.21 2.22+0.16
−0.16 2.79+0.16

−0.16 −0.056+0.025
−0.024 (2.2σ ) 0.1576

RMS – 4β4β4β 2.15+0.15
−0.15 3.15+0.23

−0.26 1.90+0.15
−0.15 2.88+0.18

−0.17 −0.036+0.018
−0.018 (2.0σ ) 0.1561

Note. Colour–luminosity β coefficients, mass-step δM, and Hubble residual RMS for one and four bins in both SN colour and
galaxy mass, for four different likelihoods: JLA, JLA without bias correction, JLA with Gaussian normalization term, and RMS
minimization.

Conforming to the obtained intrinsic dispersion (σ int) for the
different subpopulations (Table 1), bluer SNe in low-mass galaxies
are the most homogeneous sample with an intrinsic dispersion of
0.07. Red SNe are clearly disfavoured for precise cosmology, as
also suggested by Kelsey et al. (2020). On the one hand, there is
a strong extinction contribution that makes red, extinguished SNe
worse standard candles. But on the other hand, this can also be
explained through the intrinsic colour: it has been recognized in
the past that low-velocity, blue SNe are better distance beacons
(Foley & Kasen 2011; Siebert et al. 2020). Simultaneously, Kim et al.
(2018) find that low-mass environments offer a cleaner population of
calibrators, which is presumably the result of less scatter in local star-
forming environments (Rigault et al. 2013). Given that intrinsically
bluer SNe do occur in low-mass galaxies (Pan 2020), less luminosity
scatter for blue SN colours and low-mass environments stems partly
from the same effect. Thus, red SNe probably have larger luminosity
scatter from a mixture of both a different intrinsic colour population
and a larger extinction, not easily corrected with a simple linear
colour–luminosity relation. We thus propose that a combination of
blue and low-mass environments might offer yet the best set of
standard candles.

5 LIKELIHOOD SYSTEMATICS

The likelihood and methodology described in Section 2 has been
widely used in the literature. However, it is known that it has its
shortcomings and may introduce biases in the obtained nuisance
parameters, notably α and β (e.g. Kessler & Scolnic 2017).

On the one hand, an important problem arises from the fact that
the width of the parent distribution of SN parameters such as the
colour and light-curve width are similar to their uncertainties. A
proper methodology should therefore attempt to model the inherent
distributions of the parameters and their uncertainties, as well as
the different physical components of the SN Ia model such as the
intrinsic colour and dust extinction separately. This needs to be done
with care, since wrong assumptions can have important biases in
cosmological fits, as previously shown (Kessler et al. 2009; Wood-
Vasey et al. 2007; Conley et al. 2007). Although computationally
expensive, full hierarchical Bayesian treatments deal with some of
these issues (Mandel et al. 2020; Hinton et al. 2019; Rubin et al.
2015; March et al. 2011). Aside from this, in our current approach, the
covariances C (equation 6) depend on the nuisance parameters (α, β),
therefore introducing biases in them. In an attempt to diminish such
biases, the likelihood of equation (5) has been commonly trimmed

of an additional term, the Gaussian normalization log(det C) (Conley
et al. 2011, Appendix B).

On the other hand, the bias corrections should account for selection
effects from multiple observables, not just the redshift but also colour
and light-curve width. Moreover, the impact of this bias should be
evaluated on the fly during the fitting process. These concerns have
been addressed with large simulations and alternative cosmological
fitting techniques (Kessler & Scolnic 2017; Kessler et al. 2019).

Another important piece of the cosmological inference resides in
the intrinsic dispersion σ int of an SN sample (see e.g. Betoule et al.
2014; Kessler & Scolnic 2017), which also enters the uncertainty
budget (equation 6) and is therefore cumbersome to obtain as a free
parameter in the fit. Alternatives have relied on finding the σ int value
that nears the χ2 per degree of freedom to 1 for a given cosmology,
in an iterative process until reaching a desired convergence (typically
after 2–3 iterations, e.g. Conley et al. 2011) or using the restricted
log-likelihood method of Betoule et al. (2014, equation 14). We have
used here the standard χ2 approach in which each population gets
its own intrinsic dispersion, as shown in Table 1.

Powerful alternatives to the standard likelihood have been recently
implemented in the study of the reddening laws of different host
stellar masses and their effect on the mass-step (Thorp et al. 2021;
Brout & Scolnic 2021), and are beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we do investigate here simple modifications to the standard
likelihood to test for systematic effects in our results. We are mostly
interested in the relative change of the colour–luminosity relation (β)
with host-galaxy mass and SN colour, rather than its absolute value.
According to Kessler & Scolnic (2017, table 6), a likelihood without
bias corrections (and without the Gaussian normalization) results in a
smaller offset in β. We reconduct our cosmological fits with varying
β parameters for this likelihood with no bias (‘JLA + no bias’) as
well as for a likelihood including the Gaussian normalization that
is normally left out (‘JLA + GN’). With this procedure, we may
also infer directly σ int for each subpopulation as a free parameter
(similarly to the restricted log-likelihood method of Betoule et al.
2014). Finally, we also maximize a likelihood of just the RMS of
the Hubble residuals without the uncertainties and covariances in
the parameters (‘RMS’). Although this latter methodology neglects
important observed weighting of the data, it circumvents the issues
of the dependence of covariances with the fitted parameters and the
width of the intrinsic dispersion.

Even though the absolute values change, for these three additional
likelihoods we recover the observed trend of higher/lower β for
low/high-mass galaxies. The significance of this difference for the
RMS minimization is lower at 1.6σ . The trend with colour is
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also clearly seen: bluer/redder SNe Ia have lower/higher β at high
significance (>3σ ) for all cases. However, we do not see a decrease
in β at the reddest colours for the JLA + GN likelihood, nor for the
RMS minimization. Additionally, we show in Fig. 7 and Table 2 the
result of the 4β split in both host mass and SN colour for the four
likelihoods. The relative behaviour is consistent for each likelihood
even if the JLA + GN and RMS likelihoods indeed present negative
biases with respect to the standard JLA likelihood. Conversely, the
dispersion in the Hubble residuals obtained for these two likelihoods
is always lower than the standard one, providing evidence for the
biased nature of the more standard likelihoods. We therefore caution
that the residual dispersion and BIC values should be treated with
care. Finally, it is important to note that for all β splits of all the
likelihoods we study, we always find strong evidence for the presence
of the mass-step (see Table 2).

We have shown here that the choice of likelihood (including
bias correction and the intrinsic dispersion) may affect the absolute
values of the colour–luminosity relation and may not provide the
best minimization of the Hubble residuals; none the less, the relative
change of β according to the SN host stellar mass or colour population
is preserved, as well as the necessity of a mass-step.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

By investigating multiple luminosity–colour relations in SN Ia
cosmological fits, we present new insights and possible explanations
for several open questions of SN Ia science: from the optimization
of their standardization for cosmology, to the origin of the mass-
step through the existence of intrinsic SN populations that correlate
with the environment, to the presence of multiple reddening laws in
different galaxies.

Instead of using a single universal colour–luminosity relation in the
Tripp (1998) calibration of SNe Ia (1β), as is usually done, we have
explored the cosmological and physical consequences of assuming
various β relations for different SNe. To do this, we use a common
SN Ia sample for cosmology (Betoule et al. 2014), and follow
two simple approaches: (a) we generate plausible simulations of β

distributions for the observed SNe motivated by informed empirical
trends of different SN populations, together with cosmological fits
compared to the standard 1β scenario; and (b) cosmological fits
with multiple β parameters are left free in the fit and compared to the
fiducial 1β case, whereby the β values are split according to different
SN observables: redshift, colour, light-curve width, magnitude, and
host-galaxy mass. Our main findings are as follows.

(i) We obtain a significant relationship between β and host-galaxy
mass (Fig. 4, left-hand panel) that has a step at ∼ 1010 M� going
from higher β values at lower mass to lower β at higher mass. This
is consistent with a variation of RV with galaxy mass found by Salim
et al. (2018) and by Brout & Scolnic (2021) for SNe Ia. It may be
explained through a different attenuation law in quiescent galaxies
that are more massive.

(ii) A dependence of β with SN colour is also found (Fig. 4,
right-hand panel), presumably confirming the presence of an intrin-
sic colour–luminosity relation, best perceived at bluer colours as
predicted by Mandel et al. (2017), and an extrinsic dust reddening
with RV nearing the average Milky Way value at low extinction and
possibly decreasing at high extinction, as in Burns et al. (2014) and
Mandel et al. (2011). This latter decrease is not seen when using
other non-standard likelihoods (see Section 5).

(iii) We find no evidence for a riddance of the mass-step in any of
our cosmological fits with multiple free β parameters. This suggests

that the β–Mstellar relation we find in item (i) cannot explain the
difference in residual SN luminosity with host mass. This is in
agreement with other cosmological analyses (Thorp et al. 2021)
and with the observations of a mass-step in the near-infrared where
extinction becomes less relevant (Ponder et al. 2020; Uddin et al.
2020).

(iv) Since the β–Mstellar dependence of item (i) becomes less
significant when we take out the mass-step, we conjecture that the
origin of this mass-step is a difference in intrinsic colour–luminosity
relation (∼ βintCint) of two SN populations found in galaxies with
different masses: for a given luminosity, SNe Ia that are intrinsically
redder tend to occur in higher mass galaxies. This is consistent
with previous observations of multiple intrinsic colour populations
(Maeda et al. 2010; Foley, Sanders & Kirshner 2011; Mandel et al.
2014) observed in different galaxies (Wang et al. 2013; Pan 2020).
Furthermore, given that different β values are found for these two
groups in item (i), there is also a different dust-reddening law for
these two types of populations (Förster et al. 2013).

(v) We confirm that SNe that are bluer are better standard candles
(Foley & Kasen 2011; Kelsey et al. 2020; Siebert et al. 2020),
particularly those in low-mass environments (Rigault et al. 2013;
Kim et al. 2018). The population of SNe that are blue and have less
massive hosts should provide the best distance precision.

(vi) The cosmological parameters �m and w do not change within
the errors for the studied data set and for all simulations and multiple
β-free fits we perform. Variations of |
w| = 0.04 with the fiducial
fit, as found by Brout & Scolnic (2021), are seen for various of our
scenarios, but they are completely consistent with each other within
the uncertainties.

(vii) Based on the BIC diagnostic and improvement in the Hubble
residuals, we find significant evidence for a preference in cosmo-
logical fits that contain multiple colour–luminosity relations split
according to different SN colours (3β) or host-galaxy masses (2β),
or colour and galaxy mass combined (4β). The fits should contain a
mass-step correction as well.
Since the accuracy of the fitted cosmology remains unchanged, this is
a straightforward addition to routine cosmological analyses that can
be implemented right away in current and future data sets. Without
loss of predictive power in cosmology, there is a clear gain in the
understanding of intrinsic SN properties and extrinsic dust effects.
Furthermore, as the observations of SNe Ia keep improving and the
statistical errors are further reduced, the systematic biases in colour
and the colour–luminosity relation keep emerging as fundamental
ones, thus requiring a more proper and comprehensive treatment of
intrinsic/extrinsic colours and multiple colour–luminosity relations.
If we really want to step into a new era of SN cosmology, stringent
independent, multitechnique, multiwavelength studies of the colours
of individual or grouped SNe Ia, and the dust in their environments,
are needed.
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